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Abstract: Reverse engineering tools are required to handle the complexity of software products and the unique requirements of many
different tasks, like software analysis and visualization. Thus, reverse engineering tools should adapt to a variety of cases. Static Code
Analysis (SCA) is a technique for analyzing and exploring software source code without running it. Manual review of software source
code puts additional effort on software developers and is a tedious, error-prone, and costly job. This paper proposes an original approach
(called ScaMaha) for Object-Oriented (OO) source code analysis and visualization based on SCA. ScaMaha is a modular, flexible,
and extensible reverse engineering tool. ScaMaha revolves around a new meta-model and a new code parser, analyzer, and visualizer.
The ScaMaha parser extracts software source code based on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and stores this code as a code file. The
code file includes all software code identifiers, relations, and structural information. The ScaMaha analyzer studies and exploits the
code files to generate useful information regarding software source code. The software metrics file gives unique metrics regarding
software systems, such as the number of method access relations. Software source code visualization plays an important role in software
comprehension. Thus, the ScaMaha visualizer exploits code files to visualize different aspects of software source code. The visualizer
generates unique graphs about software source code, like the visualization of inheritance relations. ScaMaha tool was applied to several
case studies from small to large software systems, such as drawing shapes, mobile photo, health watcher, rhino, and ArgoUML. Results
show the scalability, performance, soundness, and accuracy of ScaMaha tool. Evaluation metrics, like precision and recall, demonstrate
the accuracy of ScaMaha in parsing, analyzing, and visualizing software source code, as all code artifacts were correctly extracted.

Keywords: Software engineering, Reverse engineering, Object-Oriented source code, Static code analysis, Software visualization,
ScaMaha tool.

1. Introduction
Reverse engineering tools are necessary to cope with

the complexity of software systems. Also, such tools should
cope with the specific requirements of the various reverse
engineering tasks, like software comprehension and visual-
ization. Thus, these tools should adapt to a wide range of
cases [1]. To analyze software code, tools need to represent
it. Such a representation should be comprehensive. Software
comprehension is still a manual activity. Thus, advanced
tools will help developers fully understand complex systems
[2]. This paper presents the ScaMaha tool, which is a
reverse engineering tool for performing software analysis
and visualization. The core of the ScaMaha tool revolves
around the meta-model, code parser, code analyzer, and
code visualizer. With ScaMaha, tool developers can analyze
and visualize software code. Also, developers can develop
new, specific, and dedicated reverse engineering tools based
on the infrastructure of the ScaMaha tool.

The main challenge in evolving and maintaining legacy
software products is comprehending the chosen software.
Reverse engineering is the process of studying and ana-
lyzing software products [3]. The goal of this process is
to identify the product’s components and their relation-
ships. Furthermore, this process aims at creating several
representations of the software product in another shape
or at a different level of abstraction. The main goal of the
software re-engineering process is to improve or modify
current software so it can be comprehended, administered,
and used again as new software [4], [5].

Figure 1 illustrates the typical organization of a re-
engineering environment. The left side of Figure 1 displays
the software source code, which can be brought into this
environment using suitable code parsers, such as ScaMaha
parser. Also, Figure 1 displays the main repository of this
environment, which holds the software code (aka. code
database). The repository includes an abstracted model of
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the software code, which is based on ScaMaha’s meta-
model. The right side of Figure 1 displays the tools
(e.g., ScaMaha analyzer and visualizer) that utilize the
repository as their information source to perform specific
tasks. The key part that makes all tools work together is
the repository’s meta-model.

To support software comprehension, visualization, and
maintenance, meta-models are often employed during soft-
ware reverse engineering tasks to describe the components
of software and their relationships. Reverse engineering
tools frequently define their own meta-models depending
on the intended goals and functionalities [6].

Each programming language (e.g., Java) has its own
rigorous syntax that can be thought of as a collection of
predetermined rules revealing all probable programming
language constructions. Analyzing the raw software code
with these predefined rules allows depicting it in the shape
of a parse tree and, after that, as an AST [7]. By dealing with
this structure, scholars enhance their findings for several
software engineering duties, such as code visualization and
comprehension [8]. In SE domain, tools are typically based
on several tools executing particular tasks, such as mining
code identifiers, performing code analysis, and visualizing
code [9]. Thus, a common code meta-model (cf. Figure 1) is
required to represent information or facts about the software
that is being analyzed [10].

This study presents ScaMaha tool, which parses, ana-
lyzes, and visualizes OO source code. The ScaMaha parser
generates an XML file (called a code file) representing
software code. Software developers can use this code parser
in any work that deals with software code, such as feature
identification [11], [12], [13] and software evolution [14].
ScaMaha tool extracts all code identifiers and relations.

In addition to code parser, this study presents the
ScaMaha analyzer. This analyzer accepts as input the
software code file that was produced by ScaMaha parser
to generate a software metrics file (an XML file). The
software metrics file contains quantitative information re-
garding software source code, like the number of software
classes and methods. Software engineers can use or extend
the current version of ScaMaha analyzer to examine other
aspects of software code. The novelty of this analyzer is
that it exploits code information to uniquely identify some
features of software code, such as the number of method
invocations and attribute accesses. ScaMaha analyzer can be
used in several software engineering research areas, such as
software maintenance.

In addition to a code parser and analyzer, ScaMaha
also presents a code visualizer. This visualizer accepts
as input the code file generated via ScaMaha parser and
produces a set of code graphs. Each graph addresses a
specific aspect of software code. For example, one kind of
graph shows the structural information of software code,
and another one shows the inheritance relations across

software classes. Software visualization is a hot topic in
the software engineering domain [15]. Graphs give software
developers an indication of software size (or complexity
level). In addition, graphs present code information in its
simplest form to software developers. The current version
of ScaMaha visualizer can be easily extended to include
other kinds of graphs covering different aspects of software
code.

In this study, the only input for ScaMaha is the OO
source code. The first step is aimed at parsing software
source code statically using the AST. The output produced
by ScaMaha code parser (i.e., parsed code) can be named
as metadata (i.e., an XML file). The parsed code is saved
into code database for further use. The second step of
ScaMaha tool is aimed at analyzing the software source
code. The output produced via ScaMaha code analyzer can
be named as metadata (i.e., an XML file). The analyzed
code (i.e., software metrics) is kept in the tool database.
Finally, the third step of the suggested tool is aimed at vi-
sualizing the software source code. Several graphs regarding
software code are produced and stored in the tool database.
Figure 2 briefly shows the use of ScaMaha tool in this work.

Figure 3 presents the use-case diagram of ScaMaha tool.
The use-case diagram shows all possible interactions be-
tween external users (i.e., software engineers) and ScaMaha.
The use-case diagram displays a collection of actions (called
use-cases) that are supported by the proposed tool, such as
parse and visualize software source code.

This paper proposes an automatic approach to analyzing
and visualizing OO software systems. Figure 4 illustrates
the main elements of the ScaMaha approach.

2. RelatedWork
This section offers a literature review associated with

ScaMaha contributions. The closest works to ScaMaha are
chosen and offered in this section.

Bruneliere et al. [16] suggested a semantic and syntax
analysis based parser for the creation of AST and metrics
for multi-language software systems. Their meta-modeling
tool [17] is utilized to analyze multi-language applications
[18].

VerveineJ is a parser developed in Java that constructs
an MSE file from software source code [19]. Based on
Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT), VerveineJ parses
software code written in Java to export it in the MSE format
that is utilized by the Moose data analysis platform [20],
[21]. Moreover, VerveineJ is used to extract relationships
(or dependencies) from software source code.

Janes et al. [22] proposed an uncommon open-source
solution that prevents producing parsers from scratch or
dealing with parser generators. They proposed and de-
scribed how to employ parsers included in the Eclipse
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [23] to parse
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Figure 1. Typical infrastructure for re-engineering tools.

Figure 2. An overview of ScaMaha tool.

software code, such as the JSDT parser [24].

Parsing and analyzing software source code is a critical
part of the reverse engineering process. Nowadays, several
source code parsers exist. Software engineers can utilize
those parsers to deal with numerous software engineering
activities, like software comprehension and visualization.

O’Hara and Slavin [25] described in their work a collection
of tools for parsing and analyzing many different program-
ming languages, involving legacy languages like Fortran.
Table I displays the main characteristics of ScaMaha tool.

Wettel and Lanza [26] have suggested an automatic
tool called CodeCity. This tool visualizes software source
code as a city metaphor. CodeCity is an interactive, three-
dimensional software visualization tool [27]. CodeCity
shows the software code as a city, where the build-
ings (resp. districts) of the city represent software classes
(resp. packages). In CodeCity, building dimensions display
values of software metrics, like the number of methods or
the number of attributes [28]. While this study presents
an automatic tool called ScaMaha, which aims at parsing,
analyzing, and visualizing software source code. ScaMaha
visualizer generates several graphs regarding several aspects
of software code, such as code organization and relations.

The code parser is used in several feature identification
(aka. feature location) studies, such as in [11], [12], [13]. It
has been used to extract the main source code elements
(e.g., packages and classes) and relations (e.g., attribute
access and method invocation) from software products.
Also, code parsers are utilized to construct the feature model
[29], [30] from the OO source code of a collection of
software product variants, such as in [31], [32], [33], [34],
[35]. Moreover, code parser are exploited to visualize all
software identifier names as tag clouds (aka. word clouds),
such as in [36], [37], [38], [39]. Furthermore, parsers are
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Figure 3. The use-case diagram of ScaMaha tool.

employed to identify the traceability links between software
source code and its artifacts (e.g., software requirements
[40], [41]), such as in [42], [43].

Code parsers are utilized to study OO software evolution
based on software identifiers and code relations, such as in
[44], [14]. Furthermore, code parsers are exploited in OO
source code summarization studies, such as in [45]. More-
over, code parsers are utilized in several studies concerning
software source code documentation, such as in [46], [8],
[47]. For more information about those parsers, interested
readers can refer to the published articles for more details.
All these studies show the value of code parsers in the
reverse engineering (resp. re-engineering) process.

The Java language has a wide variety of parsers due
to its long history of development, popularity, and huge
number of applications nowadays. Numerous tools exist
that turn software code into a tree-like structure, such as
interpreters and compilers. There are several Java parsers
for various contexts because there are so many different
Java applications, such as Spoon [48], SrcML [49], and
SuperParser [7].

The methods of software source code visualization have
become increasingly utilized to support software engineers
in software understanding [50]. In software visualization,
some methods aim at displaying software source code in a

Figure 4. The main elements of the ScaMaha approach.

recognized environment, like a forest [51] or a city [28].
Another method is to generate what is called a polymetric
view [52], described as a lightweight visualization tech-
nique supplemented with several metrics regarding software
code [15]. ScaMaha visualizes different aspects of software
source code, such as code organization and relations.

Specialized reverse engineering tools are important and
needed these days. Reverse engineering tools are required
to deal with the complexity of products and the particular
requirements of various tasks, like software comprehension
and reuse [53]. Thus, reverse engineering tools should fit
a wide range of circumstances. ScaMaha is a reverse engi-
neering tool for parsing, analyzing, and visualizing software
source code. Moose is a well-known reverse engineering
tool [54]. It began as a research project around 24 years ago.
MODMOOSE is the new version of Moose [1]. Tool de-
velopers can develop specialized reverse engineering tools
with MODMOOSE. Moose was based on the Famix meta-
model [10]. MODMOOSE uses FamixNG (a composable
meta-model of programming languages), where FamixNG
is a redesign of Famix. MODMOOSE utilizes Roassal
to script and display interactive graphs [55]. Roassal is
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TABLE I. ScaMaha tool characteristics.
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Code relations (or dependencies)
Inheritance ✓
Attribute access ✓
Method invocation ✓

ScaMaha code analyzer
Code metrics

Lines of code ×

Number of packages ×

Number of classes ×

Number of attributes ×

Number of methods ×

Number of comments ×

Number of local variables ×

Number of inheritance relations ×

Number of attribute access relations ×

Number of method invocation relations ×

ScaMaha code visualizer
Code visualizations

Code organization ✓
Class inheritance relations ✓
Method invocation relations ✓
Polymetric view ✓

a visualization engine in MODMOOSE. MODMOOSE
mainly exploits Roassal to show code entities and their
relations in several forms or colors. MODMOOSE uses
the MSE file format to describe the source code models
[10]. Where the MSE has been utilized to save FamixNG
models. Thus, a software engineer uses an external parser
to generate the MSE file of software code, then loads the
MSE file into MODMOOSE in order to analyze or visualize
it. MODMOOSE is the closest tool to the ScaMaha tool.

Lyons et al. [56] have suggested the lightweight mul-
tilingual software analysis method to analyze software
systems. They use several code parsers, one for every
programming language. The main goal of this work is to
create a software engineering tool that addresses large and
complex software systems in a lightweight and extensible
style. The current version of the ScaMaha tool uses only
one code parser for the Java language.

A study of current approaches confirmed the need to

offer a comprehensive tool in order to analyze and visualize
outdated OO software systems. This work suggests the
ScaMaha tool, which uses SCA to perform several activities
on software code, like code visualization and analysis. This
tool accepts only software code and produces a set of code
artifacts, which are the code file, code metrics file, and code
visualizations. Moreover, this tool helps software engineers
understand and maintain legacy software systems. Also,
software engineers can easily extend the current version of
the tool in order to include other functionalities.

3. Analyzing and Visualizing OO Source Code via
ScaMaha Tool
In this study, the author used Java as a target program-

ming language due to its wide adoption in the software
engineering field. The Java language is a popular target
for both semantic and syntactic code analysis, as well as
studies on code visualization [8], code summarization [45],
feature location [11], [12], and re-engineering of software
product variants into a Software Product Line (SPL) [31],
[32], [57], [58]. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
are available to access and manipulate Java code through
Eclipse development tools. Eclipse JDT project provides
access to Java code through AST and the Java model. The
Java model is displayed as a tree-like structure, and it is
used internally to represent each Java project. AST is a
comprehensive tree representation of software code.

This study suggests an automatic approach to parse,
analyze, and visualize the OO software system in a unique
manner. The main contribution of this work to the software
engineering field is to suggest ScaMaha tool. ScaMaha
accepts as input just software source code and produces as
output a set of software artifacts, like the code file, software
metrics file, and code graphs. ScaMaha tool bases itself
on static analysis of software source code. ScaMaha parser
extracts all code identifiers and relations. Then, ScaMaha
analyzer identifies comprehensive software code metrics,
and, at last, ScaMaha visualizer gives a set of graphs
for different aspects of software code. Figure 5 gives an
overview of ScaMaha tool.

ScaMaha operates on a model of software source code,
namely the ScaMaha model. To analyze the OO software
system, you must first create a model of it using ScaMaha.
Figure 6 shows the core of the ScaMaha meta-model.
This meta model shows the main OO software identifiers,
like software packages, classes, attributes, and methods.
Moreover, this meta model displays the main OO software
relationships, such as inheritance, method invocation, and
attribute access. The core of ScaMaha involves a language-
independent meta-model that can show several OO lan-
guages in a uniform style. In most cases, the developer
gets sufficient information if he explores the basic types of
entities that model an OO software system. These are code
identifiers (e.g., package) and the relationships (e.g., inher-
itance) between them.

This model shows the majority of OO entities. For
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Figure 5. Analyzing and visualizing OO source code with ScaMaha
tool.

instance, it shows that a method has parameters, comments,
and local variables. However, while this model doesn’t show
all OO entities, it is also valuable since, for most practical
purposes in the reverse engineering (resp. re-engineering)
process, it is all software developers need. Also, the
ScaMaha model shows that a class (resp. package) has
methods (resp. classes), and a method (resp. class) belongs
to a class (resp. package). Furthermore, this model shows
that an inheritance relation denotes a connection between
two classes (i.e., the subclass and the superclass). Moreover,
the ScaMaha model shows that an attribute access relation
denotes a connection between method and attribute. Also, it
shows that a method invocation relation means a connection
between one method and another method.

The first step of code analysis is to explore the software
directory (or any workspace) to select the OO software
that the developers want to analyze. Thus, let’s say there
is a directory (repository) of OO software projects that
developers need to analyze (e.g., the source code from the
Eclipse workspace). In this case, developers will browse the
directory to select a particular software project in order to
get a copy of its source code (cf. Figure 5). If software
developers want to analyze Java software, they can use any
directory, such as a git repository (i.e., GitHub) [59].

In the second step of SCAMaha, developers parse OO

source code to build the SCAMaha model (cf. Figure
6). Once developers have a copy of the software source
code, they can create a SCAMaha model of software code
using the SCAMaha parser. To parse the OO source code,
SCAMaha depends on the static code parser. In this study,
the most important entities of source code are considered
and parsed, such as packages, classes, methods, and at-
tributes. Also, key relations between main code entities
(inheritance, invocation, and access) are considered and
parsed. SCAMaha parser generates an XML file of software
source code.

In this work, XML is a generic file format that represents
the ScaMaha code model. Thus, ScaMaha parser converts
OO source code to an XML file format. ScaMaha parser
produces an XML file for each software product. This file
includes all code entities (or identifiers) and relationships
(or dependencies) between those entities. Listing 1 shows
the XML format corresponding to the ScaMaha meta-
model.

As an illustrative example, this study considers the
mobile photo software system. ScaMaha used this software
to better explain its work. Mobile photo is open-source
software that allows users to manipulate photos on their
mobile devices [60]. This study considers the first release
of mobile photo software [61].

ScaMaha exploits Eclipse JDT and AST to parse soft-
ware systems written in Java. Several studies utilized
Eclipse AST to access, read, and manipulate the software
code. XML enables easy interchange of metadata between
several tools in diverse environments (cf. Figure 2). More-
over, XML is a human-readable format. The XML structure
matches the author’s requirements for the representation and
description of the ScaMaha model.

The chosen way to load a model in ScaMaha is through
an XML file. XML is a compact, simple, and robust format.
This study exploits XML to represent the core of the
ScaMaha model. In order to analyze OO source code,
software developers need to load the code model as an XML
file into the ScaMaha tool. The ScaMaha analyzer aims
at analyzing software code and extracting useful software
code metrics. Developers can extend the current work of the
ScaMaha analyzer by performing other analysis activities on
software code. Software developers can use the ScaMaha
analyzer to obtain several code metrics. For instance, the
software LOC and the number of packages. The mined
code metrics file gives the software engineer an indication
about the size (complexity level) of the software system.
In this study, the ScaMaha analyzer considers the software
metrics presented in Table II. Analyzer of ScaMaha can
easily extend to include other code metrics.

Source code metrics are measurements utilized to char-
acterize software code. A code metric is a useful quanti-
tative measure extracted from software’s source code. Size
is the most recognizable metric for software source code.
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Figure 6. The core of the ScaMaha meta-model.

TABLE II. Software code metrics of the ScaMaha code analyzer.

Metric Abbreviation
Lines of Code LOC
Number of Packages NOP
Number of Classes NOC
Number of Attributes NOA
Number of Methods NOM
Number of Comments NOCo
Number of local variables NOLv
Number of inheritance relations NOIn
Number of attribute access relations NOAc
Number of method invocation relations NOI

The number of LOC is the easiest method of measuring
software size. All code metrics given in Table II are static
code metrics. Static code metrics are metrics obtained
directly from software source code, like the LOC metric.
A subgroup of static code metrics are OO code metrics,
as they are also metrics obtained from software code itself,
such as NOIn, NOI, and NOAc metrics. Listing 2 shows the
extracted software code metrics from mobile photo software
by the ScaMaha analyzer.

1 <!--By Ra’Fat Al-Msie’deen-->

2 <Project ProjectName="Mobile photo software">
3 <Metrics>
4 <LinesOfCode LOC="1229" />
5 <NumberOfPackages NOP="10" />
6 <NumberOfClasses NOC="15" />
7 <NumberOfAttributes NOA="56" />
8 <NumberOfMethods NOM="91" />
9 <NumberOfComments NOCo="250" />

10 <NumberOfInheritances NOIn="14" />
11 <NumberOfInvocations NOI="298" />
12 <NumberOfAccesses NOAc="631" />
13 </Metrics>
14 </Project>

Listing 2. Software code metrics for the mobile photo software.

In this work, the use of visualization speeds up the
comprehension of legacy OO source code. By utilizing
ScaMaha to analyze and visualize software source code,
software developers are able to speed their maintenance,
reuse, and comprehension of software products. Source
code visualization aims at producing graphical representa-
tions (or annotations) of software code in order to help
comprehend and analyze it. In the software engineering
domain, the code visualization process plays an important
role in understanding how large software products work [8].
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1 <!--By Ra’Fat Al-Msie’deen-->
2 <Project Name="-">
3 <Packages>
4 <Package Name="-">
5 <Classes>
6 <Class Name="-" AccessLevel="-" isInterface="-" Superclass="-">
7 <SuperInterfaces>
8 <Interface InterfaceName="-" />
9 </SuperInterfaces>

10 <Comments>
11 <Comment CommentText="-" />
12 </Comments>
13 <Attributes>
14 <Attribute Name="-" AccessLevel="-" Type="-" isStatic="-" />
15 </Attributes>
16 <Methods>
17 <Method Name="-" AccessLevel="-" ReturnType="-" isStatic="-">
18 <Parameters NumberOfParameters="-">
19 <Parameter Name="-" Type="-" />
20 </Parameters>
21 <Comments>
22 <Comment CommentText="-" />
23 </Comments>
24 <LocalVariables>
25 <LocalVariable Name="-" Type="-" />
26 </LocalVariables>
27 <AttributeAccesses>
28 <Access Name="-" Type="-" HowIsItUsed="-" />
29 </AttributeAccesses>
30 <MethodInvocations>
31 <MethodInvocation Name="-" Arguments="-" />
32 </MethodInvocations>
33 <MethodAssignments>
34 <Assignment LeftHandSide="-" RightHandSide="-" />
35 </MethodAssignments>
36 <MethodExceptions>
37 <Exception ExceptionType="-" />
38 </MethodExceptions>
39 </Method>
40 </Methods>
41 </Class>
42 </Classes>
43 </Package>
44 </Packages>
45 </Project>

Listing 1. XML format corresponding to the ScaMaha meta-model.

The main goal of the ScaMaha visualizer is to visualize
software code entities and relations. All code entities and
relations are defined in the ScaMaha core meta-model
(cf. Figure 6). To visualize software code via the ScaMaha
visualizer, software developers need to load code files using
ScaMaha’s importer. Then, the suggested tool will generate
different visualizations covering several aspects of software
code. ScaMaha exporter stores all code visualizations in
the tool workspace. Thus, software developers can explore
ScaMaha’s workspace to see all the code visualizations.
Software developers study code visualizations in order to
analyze and understand software products. Figure 7 briefly
shows the core parts of the ScaMaha tool.

ScaMaha visualizes several aspects of software code.
The visualization of code organization shows the main code
entities as boxes. Code organization visualization represents

software packages, classes, and methods. Developers can
easily extend the current visualization by adding other en-
tities of code, like software attributes. In code organization
visualization, the big box represents the whole software
code, while other boxes represent main code entities. This
visualization shows that the box may contain other boxes.
For instance, the package box includes all classes belonging
to this package. Also, the class box includes all methods be-
longing to this class. The main objective of this visualization
is to show the organization of code in terms of packages,
classes, and methods. Figure 8 shows the code organization
visualization of mobile photo software.

Also, code organization visualization provides software
engineers with structural information about software code.
Structural information is the way developers arrange and
group software code elements such as package, class, meth-
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Figure 7. An overview of the core parts of the ScaMaha tool.

ods, and attributes. In this work, well-structured information
about code entities makes software code easier to under-
stand by software engineers.

ScaMaha also generates a polymetric view of software
source code. This view depends on software packages.
Where it represents each software package as a box includ-
ing a set of package metrics. The name of each package is
placed on the top of the box. ScaMaha approach considers
the following metrics for each package: LOC, NOC, NOA,
NOM, NOCo, NOLv, NOIn, NOI, and NOAc. Figure 9
shows a polymetric view of mobile photo software.

In this work, ScaMaha visualizes inheritance relations
between software classes. The main goal of inheritance
relationships is to minimize code complexity and size. The
inheritance relationship gives an indication of the strong
connection between software classes. The visualization of
class inheritance relations gives important information about
legacy (or outdated) code. This kind of visualization helps
software developers when they want to analyze, reuse,
understand, and maintain existing code. Figure 10 shows the
ScaMaha visualization of class inheritance relations from
mobile photo software.

In the OO language, a method is a function defined
inside a class. Thus, a software class may contain several
methods. Method communicates with other methods in soft-
ware via method invocation relations. So, method invocation
occurs between software methods when a method calls (or
invokes) other methods. Thus, a particular method may in-
voke other methods of the same class or of different classes
(cf. Figure 11). Usually, a method calls another method
by using its name and arguments. Also, methods invoke
other methods in order to achieve specific functionality. This
study considers method invocation as an important code
relationship. ScaMaha visualizes invocation relations across

Figure 8. Code organization visualization of mobile photo software
(partial) [62].

software methods in a perfect way. Software developers ex-
plore the extracted visualization in order to comprehend the
software code. Figure 11 shows the ScaMaha visualization
of method invocation relations from mobile photo software.

The ScaMaha approach evaluates the produced results
using precision, recall, and F-measure metrics [63]. For
source code identifiers and relations, the precision metric is
the percentage of correctly recovered identifiers (resp. rela-
tions) to the total number of recovered identifiers (resp. rela-
tions). While the recall metric is the percentage of correctly
recovered identifiers (resp. relations) to the total number of
relevant identifiers (resp. relations). Finally, the F-measure
metric quantifies a trade-off among precision and recall
metrics; thus, it provides a high value just in cases where
both recall and precision metrics are high.

All evaluation metrics of ScaMaha have values between
zero (0%) and one (100%). If the recall metric is equal to
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Figure 9. Polymetric view of mobile photo software based on its
packages. This view uses the following metrics for each package:
LOC, NOC, NOA, NOM, NOCo, NOLv, NOIn, NOI, and NOAc
(partial) [62].

Figure 10. Visualization of class inheritance relations for the mobile
photo software (partial) [62].

100%, this means that all relevant identifiers (or relations)
are recovered. If the precision metric is equal to 100%, this

Figure 11. Visualization of method invocation relations for the
mobile photo software (partial) [62].

means that all retrieved identifiers (or relations) are relevant.
If the F-measure metric is equal to 100%, this means that
both recall and precision are high (100%) [31].

In mobile photo software, the proposed approach returns
15 classes from the software code. In this case, the values of
all evaluation metrics are equal to 100% since the software
code actually contains only 15 classes. Furthermore, for
the method invocation relations, the ScaMaha returns 298
relations from the software code. In this circumstance, the
values of all evaluation metrics are equal to 100% since
the software code actually contains 298 invocation relations.
For software code metrics, the retrieved value of each metric
is 100% correct. Thus, the values of all evaluation metrics
are equal to 100%. For code visualizations, all types of
code visualizations have high accuracy. For instance, in
mobile photo software, the visualization of class inheritance
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relations obviously shows the 14 inheritance relations. In
this case, the values of all evaluation metrics are equal
to 100%. Mobile photo is well-documented software [61].
Thus, all code entities, metrics, and relations are known in
advance. Therefore, the available software documentation
helps in comparing ScaMaha results against it.

4. Experimentation
This section presents the case studies used in this work.

Also, it presents and discusses the obtained results. Further-
more, it mentions threats to the validity of the ScaMaha
approach.

ScaMaha runs experiments on several software systems,
such as drawing shapes [42], mobile photo [60], health
watcher [64], Rhino [65], and ArgoUML [66]. Drawing
shapes software allows users to draw several kinds of
shapes, such as ovals and lines [67]. Mobile photo is
introduced and used in Section 3. The health watcher
software is a web-based information system that enables
users to register complaints about health issues. In this
study, the experiment ran on the last version of the health
watcher software (i.e., version 10) [68]. Moreover, Rhino is
software for JavaScript developed in Java. In this study,
the experiment ran on version 1.7R2 of Rhino. While
ArgoUML is an open-source software written in Java [69].
It is widely utilized for designing software systems in
Unified Modeling Language (UML). It is a large and
complex software system (i.e., 271690 LoC). In this work,
all experiments are executed on a 2.40 GHz Intel Core i7
PC with 8 GB of RAM. Table III briefly presents the results
obtained from all experiments.

In this work, the different sizes of software systems
show the scalability of ScaMaha to work with such systems
(i.e., small, medium, and large systems). Moreover, all
software systems are well documented. Thus, the results
of ScaMaha are measurable. In addition, all case studies
are well known and employed to assess many approaches
in the field of this study (i.e., SCA).

During software maintenance, software engineers con-
sume a considerable amount of time analyzing legacy
software system source code in order to understand it.
Furthermore, the cost of software maintenance accounts for
50% to 75% of the total cost of the software product [70].
Thus, comprehending software source code is one of the
most challenging activities in the maintenance (resp. com-
prehension) of software products.

Usually, software engineers hope to get all code infor-
mation (e.g., software identifiers and relations) to exploit
this information in many software engineering activities
(e.g., maintenance, re-engineering, visualization, documen-
tation, and reverse engineering).

The obtained metrics for software code give an indi-
cation of software size (or complexity level). A software
metrics file gives software engineers rapid information

about software code, like the number of software methods.

One of the main contributions of the ScaMaha approach
is to give a polymetric view of software packages. In
this study, polymetric view is a lightweight visualization
method of software source code [52]. Polymetric views
supplemented with unique metrics about software source
code [50]. Polymetric views assist software engineers in
understanding the complexity level of software code in the
reverse engineering process. Figure 12 shows a polymetric
view of drawing shapes software based on its packages. This
view uses the following metrics for each package: LOC,
NOC, NOA, NOM, NOCo, NOLv, NOIn, NOI, and NOAc.
Figure 12 shows that drawing shapes software consists of
two packages. Also, several metrics regarding each package
are given in Figure 12.

Software visualization is an important activity in the
software engineering domain. Source code visualization is
a real implementation of the quote, ”A picture is worth
a thousand words.”. Code visualization gives developers
better information compared to textual code information.
ScaMaha visualizations are a real reflection of software
code. ScaMaha visualizes code identifiers and relations
correctly. The visualizer accepts as input the code file
and generates as output a collection of code visualizations.
Figure 13 shows the ScaMaha visualization of class inher-
itance relations from the drawing shapes software. Figure
13 gives different views of software code, where it presents
structural information (e.g., MyLine class belongs to the
coreElements package), identifier names (e.g., MyShape
class), and inheritance relations (e.g., MyLine class inherits
attributes and methods of MyShape class) from drawing
shapes software.

Figure 13. Visualization of class inheritance relations for the drawing
shapes software system.
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TABLE III. Results obtained from case studies.

ID Case study Software XML file Execution Visualization
size Code Metrics time (in ms) Codea Classb Methodc Polyme.d

1 Drawing shapes Small ✓ ✓ 2095 ms x x x x
2 Mobile photo Medium ✓ ✓ 2850 ms x x x x
3 Health watcher Medium ✓ ✓ 5031 ms x x x x
4 Rhino Medium ✓ ✓ 7965 ms x x x x
5 ArgoUML Large ✓ ✓ 31698 ms x x x x

a Code organization, b Class inheritance relations, c Method invocation relations, d Polymetric view.

Figure 12. Polymetric view of drawing shapes software based on its packages. This view uses the following metrics for each package: LOC, NOC,
NOA, NOM, NOCo, NOLv, NOIn, NOI, and NOAc.

The obtained results show that all evaluation met-
rics (i.e., precision, recall, and F-measure) appear high
(i.e., 100%) for all code entities, relations, and visual-
izations. This means that all resulted artifacts (e.g., code
visualization) from software code are relevant and correct.
In this study, the author uses two resources to evaluate
the obtained results. The first is the available software
documents, and the second is the manual review of software
code.

Results show the ability of ScaMaha to retrieve all
software identifiers (e.g., software classes and attributes)
from any software system. Also, the results show that
ScaMaha is able to retrieve all code comments (i.e., class
and method comments). Moreover, the ScaMaha tool is
capable of retrieving all elements of the method body
(i.e., parameter list, local variable, and attribute access).
Thus, ScaMaha guarantees that software developers will not
lose any code identifier or relation from the software code.

The ScaMaha tool consists of three basic components:
a code parser, an analyzer, and a visualizer. Moreover,
ScaMaha exploits and reuses two components, which are
the JDOM and Graphviz libraries. The ScaMaha component
accepts software code as input and produces as output a

collection of code artifacts (e.g., the code file and software
metrics file). The parser component accepts software code
and generates the code file, while the analyzer component
accepts the code file and generates a software metrics file.
Finally, the visualizer component receives the code file
as input and creates several code visualizations. Figure
14 shows an architectural view of the ScaMaha tool in a
simplified structure.

Table III shows the results obtained for each case study
using the ScaMaha tool. It shows the extracted code file
(resp. code metrics file) for each case study. Also, it
shows the mined code visualizations for each case study.
Moreover, the time needed to parse, analyze, and visualize
each case study in ms is given in Table III (i.e., execution
time). Results show the ability of ScaMaha to work with dif-
ferent software system sizes (i.e., small and large software
systems). Also, the results show the ability of the ScaMaha
visualizer to provide several visualizations of software code.
Thanks to the ScaMaha tool, software developers have
parsed, analyzed, and visualized OO software systems in
a relatively easy way. All materials and results (e.g., code
and metrics files) of ScaMaha experiments are available on
the tool’s webpage [62].
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Figure 14. An architectural view of the ScaMaha tool in a simplified structure.

Figure 15. The suggested ScaMaha tool.

5. Conclusion and FutureWork
This paper has presented ScaMaha, a tool for pars-

ing, analyzing, and visualizing OO source code like Java.
ScaMaha is designed to prevent software engineers from
wasting their resources, like effort and time, on manual
review of software source code in order to understand it.
The novelty of ScaMaha is that it exploits software source
code to apply the suggested code analysis and visualization
methods in an efficient way to retrieve code information
in order to support software engineers in their daily tasks.
ScaMaha tool extracts all software code identifiers and rela-
tions. Also, it produces a software metrics file that includes
statistical information about software source code. On the
other hand, it visualizes different aspects of software source
code where several graphs are generated, like structural in-
formation of software code. ScaMaha extracted several code
artifacts from legacy software systems in order to support
software engineers in the software comprehension process.
The extracted code artifacts of the software code are the
code file, the software metrics file, and the code graphs.
ScaMaha had been validated and evaluated on several case
studies, including drawing shapes, mobile photo, health
watcher, rhino, and ArgoUML software. The results of the
experiments show the capacity of ScaMaha to recover all
software artifacts in an efficient and accurate manner. The
evaluation metrics of ScaMaha, like precision and recall,
show the accuracy of ScaMaha in parsing, analyzing, and
visualizing software source code, as all source code artifacts
were correctly obtained.
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Regarding ScaMaha’s future work, the author plans to
extend the current tool by developing a comprehensive
tool’s parser for all OO languages, like Java and C++.
Moreover, additional experimental tests can be performed to
verify ScaMaha contributions utilizing open-source and in-
dustrial software systems. Also, the author plans to conduct
a comprehensive survey regarding current approaches that
relate to ScaMaha contributions. Finally, the author of the
ScaMaha tool plans to extend the current work (cf. Figure
15) by developing a general tool for performing various
kinds of analyses and visualizations of any OO software
system. The main goal of ScaMaha tool is to assist software
engineers in the process of understanding complex and
large-sized software systems. Various categories of users,
such as scholars in the field of software analysis and tool
creators, will exploit ScaMaha tool in their works.
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